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Fabrication and Processing of Shape Memory Alloys (SpringerBriefs in Applied Sciences and Technology)Springer, 2018

	
		This book showcases different processes of fabrication and processing applied to shape memory alloys. It provides details and collective information on working principles, process mechanisms, salient features, novel aspects, process capabilities, properties of material and unique applications of shape memory alloys. The recent...
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Adobe Illustrator CS2 Official JavaScript ReferenceAdobe Press, 2005
Are you a creative professional? Do you spend too much time  doing repetitive production tasks such as placing and replacing images, resizing  them, dragging them from one document to another, and preparing images for  printing instead of being creative? Do you use Adobe Illustrator CS2 and have  some experience with scripting?...
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Subversion Version Control: Using the Subversion Version Control System in Development Projects (Bruce Perens Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
In any software development project, many developers contribute changes over a period of time. Using a version control system to track and manage these changes is vital to the continued success of the project. This book introduces you to Subversion, a free, open-source version control system, which is both more powerful and much less complex...
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Multiplexed Networks for Embedded Systems: CAN, LIN, FlexRay, Safe-by-Wire...John Wiley & Sons, 2007
Multiplexed networks are essential for the unified, efficient and cost-effective exchange of electronic information within embedded component systems. This is especially important in automotive manufacturing as vehicles become increasingly reliant on robust electronic networks and systems for improved reliability, anti-lock brake systems (ABS),...
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Twitter Power: How to Dominate Your Market One Tweet at a TimeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
   Praise for twitterpower    

    "As a forward-thinking entrepreneur, it's clear to me that Twitter is a must-use for any smart businessperson online. Joel Comm's Twitter Power is the must-read guide defining how to leverage the power of this incredible tool to brand and increase sales in an increasingly competitive...
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Fundamentals of Light Microscopy and Electronic ImagingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001

	Fundamentals of Light Microscopy and Electronic Imaging

	Douglas B. Murphy


	Over the last decade, advances in science and technology have profoundly changed the face of light microscopy. Research scientists need to learn new skills in order to use a modern research microscope–skills such as how to align microscope...
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Head First iPhone and iPad Development: A Learner's Guide to Creating Objective-C Applications for the iPhone and iPadO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Let's say you have a killer app idea for iPhone and iPad. Where do you begin? Head First iPhone and iPad Development will help you get your first application up and running in no time. You'll not only learn how to design for Apple's devices, you'll also master the iPhone SDK tools -- including Interface...
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Business Calculus DemystifiedMcGraw-Hill, 2005

	Take the FEAR OUT of Business Calculus


	Business Calculus Demystified clarifies the concepts and processes of calculus and demonstrates their applications to the workplace. Best-selling math author Rhonda Huettenmueller uses the same combination of winning step-by-step teaching techniques and real-world business and...
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Wind Energy - Impact of Turbulence (Research Topics in Wind Energy)Springer, 2014

	This book presents the results of the seminar “Wind Energy and the Impact of Turbulence on the Conversion Process” which was supported from three societies, namely the EUROMech, EAWE and ERCOFATC and took place in Oldenburg, Germany in spring 2012.


	The seminar was one of the first scientific meetings devoted to the...
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Veterinary Virology, Third EditionAcademic Press, 1999

	Completely rewritten, this edition has expanded coverage of zoonotic viruses and the diseases they cause, and viruses and viral diseases of laboratory animals, poultry, fish, and wildlife. The concept of new emerging and reemerging viral diseases reflects the new perspective this concept has brought to veterinary and zoonotic virology and...
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Nanoalloys: From Fundamentals to Emergent ApplicationsElsevier Limited, 2013

	Nanoalloys: From Fundamentals to Emergent Applications presents and discusses the major topics related to nanoalloys at a time when the literature on the subject remains scarce. Particular attention is paid to experimental and theoretical aspects under the form of broad reviews covering the most recent developments. The book is...
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Codin' for the Web: A Designer's Guide to Developing Dynamic Web SitesNew Riders Publishing, 2006

	EVEN THE MOST SKILLED WEB DESIGNERS can find the complexities of creating a full-functioned Web site to be a daunting task. Here to help designers create sites that not only work, but work well and are easy to update and maintain is an easy-to-read guide to Web programming basics from best-selling author Charles Wyke-Smith. Just as architects...
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